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I had a dream a few weeks ago that I’d found my transition vocation: urban shepherd! My itinerant flock roamed
State College, grazing people’s lawns and growing their wool. Then I woke up and realized there’s too much car
traffic, for now.

Clearly, I’m somewhat preoccupied by the economic relocalization aspect of transitioning. I suspect the jobs of
the not-so-distant future will be much like the jobs of the early 20th century. But how will we learn how to do
them when the skill sets have been lost with the passing of older generations? I don’t think we’re the first
generation that won’t do “better” than our parents. Many of us define better differently: allowing the Earth’s
ecosystems to heal is the best possible way to leave our kids better off than we are.

Alongside personal stories about the pleasures of relearning homesteading ways, Janet Swim writes this month
about how we’re “subtly attuned to our immediate surroundings.” It’s a fascinating observation with compelling
implications.

People who can walk around their block and see the sustainable world bursting to life — puttering urban
homesteaders, chickens pecking away in a backyard coop, bees tucking into their hives after a foraging flight —
can more easily imagine a community abundant with local food for body and soul.

So if you decide to plant or expand a garden, build a bee hive or start a little backyard chicken flock, your acts
are about more than feeding your family fresh, healthy food in hard economic times. Such acts encourage
everyone who sees you at work to join you in producing real necessities and honing the skills of community self-
reliance that are already replacing the long-distance supply chains as they slip away.

Katherine Watt is a State College writer and community organizer. She can be reached at katherine_
watt@hotmail.com.
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